Policy and Institutional Review
Analysis of the policy and institutional architecture for biodiversity finance and existing finance solutions.

Finance Needs Assessment
Estimates the investment required to implement national biodiversity plans and achieve national biodiversity targets and results.

Biodiversity Finance Plan
Analysis of options to optimize current and expand future investments (public, private, national, international, traditional and innovative) in biodiversity management.

Biodiversity Expenditure Review
Analysis of public and private expenditures affecting biodiversity.

Implementing Finance Solutions
Support the implementation of policy recommendations emerging from BIOFIN, such as the improvement or creation of finance mechanisms and the integration of finance solutions into national planning cycles.
Biodiversity Expenditure Review

1. Define parameters
2. Gather data
3. Analyze data
4. Assess revenues
5. Project future expenditures
6. Summary and recommendations

Definition: biodiversity expenditure
Attribution: indirect expenditures
Scope: off-budget, private sector
Tagging: link with costing
Workbook: update-in-progress

Technical presentations
- Finance Policy and Institutional Review—available
- Expenditure Review—under review
- Financial Needs Assessment—under review
- Finance Plan—under review

Support tools
- Expenditure Review—test
- Financial Needs Assessment—test
- Finance Solutions Catalogue—available
- Finance Solutions Prioritization/Assessment tools—planned
Possible way forward

1. **Methodological alignment**: step-by-step, with ad-hoc consultations and participation in respective advisory committees

2. **Information sharing, synergies, joint activities** in countries where UNDP and UNSD are active or where the Government has started SEEA implementation

3. **Joint proposals** connected with the implementation of biodiversity finance plans and longer-term capacity development re: public finance-natural capital accounting